
PERSONAL PROFILE

Full Stack Web Developer with a

Diagnostic Volkswagen Technician

background. Taking my problem

solving abilities from working on

advanced automotive technologies

to the tech industry.

  

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

JavaScript ES6

React

HTML5 / CSS3

Git / GitHub

jQuery

Front-end / Back-end

Web Design

Node.js

MySQL and MongoDB

Mobile First Applications Design

Diagnose Complex Systems

Knowledge of UI/UX Designs

CONTACT INFORMATION

Number:  
704-904-9661

Email:  
dimi1nakos@gmail.com

Portfolio:  
www.dimitrinakos.com

LinkedIn:  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dimitri-

nakos-850428186/

DIMITRI NAKOS
Full Stack Web Developer

PROJECTS

Created an application using React to allow boot camp developers to connect,
communicate, and offer assistance to peers.

Retro Backlog
https://cryptic-reaches-66396.herokuapp.com/

Front-end focused design to test out a new CSS framework.

Created to build an understanding of MySQL and maintain a consistent list.

Utilized Node.js for express pathing and CRUD methods to interact with the MySQL

database, Handlebars for HTML templating, and JavaScript to create a personal tracker.

Created an app that used open source API to interact with UI and give users information

based on their inputs.

Elected team leader of the first project in a remote boot camp situation. Encouraged a

collaborating effort with team members using effective interpersonal communication and

active listening skills.

Provided team members with data from the APIs and directed them on ways to use the

information to be displayed for an improved UX design.

Trail Weather Tracker
https://diminako.github.io/trail-weather-tracker/

An application created to work with 3rd party APIs, jQuery, JavaScript, and
Bootstrap.

My GitHub
https://github.com/diminako

Personal Application using Handlebars, MySql, and JavaScript to track a growing
backlog of Video Games.

Lead the design and creation of the third and final project for UNC Charlotte's Full Stack

Web Development.

Utilized Socket.io to allow real time change of application components between users.

Worked with React, MongoDB, AuthO npm, bCrypt, Material CSS, and axios.

Created in a Fast-paced environment while learning a new technology.

Dev Connect
https://secret-refuge-67245.herokuapp.com/

www.dimitrinakos.com

 

 

Charlotte, NC

dimi1nakos@gmail.com

704-904-9661

https://cryptic-reaches-66396.herokuapp.com/
https://diminako.github.io/trail-weather-tracker/
https://secret-refuge-67245.herokuapp.com/


Diagnostic Volkswagen Technician, Keffer Volkswagen

Diagnose modular computer systems and perform software updates.

Achieved a 98% first time fix rate over the course of my career.

Helped Keffer Volkswagen become a Top 3 dealership in the South East region by creating a

pleasurable customer experience.

Mentored a team of junior technicians and led to successful growth of that group and

business success.

Generated 175k in revenue per year.

December 2016 - November 2020

Volkswagen Technician, Carolina Volkswagen

 Coordinated group brainstorming for difficult diagnosis.

Troubleshoot and problem solve issues with emerging automotive technologies.

Utilize web based training and information.

Trained new technicians starting out in the field.

Started from 0 experience to become one of the top technicians in the service department

within a year.

April 2010 - December 2016

WORK HISTORY

Brian Moyer  704-488-0915

Service manager, Keffer Volkswagen

Davis Sithideth  846-316-5554

Senior Manager, Web Development NASCAR Digital Media

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES

Computer Science Specifications MIS API HTML5 Grunt Coding Agile Angular Architecture Backbone angular Js Backbone Js Engineering

Reliability and passionateI graduated from the UNC at Charlotte Full-Stack Web Development coding boot camp with a focus on JavaScript, React,

Node.js, MySQL, and MongoDB.   Hoping to grow my JavaScript Developer skills

PERSONAL INTERESTS

Rock Climbing

Surfing

SNES RPGs

International cuisine

Building Relationships

Travel

Nature and Space

Documentaries

Believing I can cook

Fix Old cars that shouldn't be on

the road

ADDITIONAL SKILLS

Exposure to Big O notation.

Familiarity with sorting

algorithms.

Computers and Computation.

Systems and Networks.

University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Full Stack boot camp with a focus on HTML/CSS, JavaScript, MySQL, MongoDB, MVC

organization, Node.js, and React.

Collaborated remotely with other developers to translate requirements into polished, high-

level designs.

Tutored fellow classmates on topics they struggled to grasp and helped them achieve a

better understanding and succeed.

Demonstrated ability to adapt and pivot in a fast-paced, agile environment while learning

new tools and technologies.

Certificate in Full Stack Web Development, 2020-2021,    A+

Central Piedmont Community College

Graduated with a GPA of 3.80.

Learned how to research effectively and explain complex topics .

Associates of the Arts, History  2017

EDUCATION


